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l.INTRODUCTION

In the last several decades, an estimation of wind
power potential has been made in many countries

using different methods. In this country, as part of
the scientific project "Investigation of the

Energetic Potential of Wind Power in Croatia", the

eolian potential and wind persistence in the main-

land and Adriatic areas have been elaborated (D.

Poje and B. Cividini, 1988; D. Poje, 1990; D. Poje.

1992;Y. Vudetii at all, 1996).

In the process of estimation of wind power most

researchers have used the Weibull distribution
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function for fitting data. The analysis of our wind
data, especially of data from Bural wind prone ar-

eas shows, however, that a "good" fitting curve can

not be always represeirted by only one frequency
distribution curve but by two or even three com-
pound, overlapping curves. Wind power calculated

on the basis of only one frequency function curve
may sometimes results in quite erroneous values.

This becomes even more obvious when usual meth-

ods of wind power calculation are used in the areas

of strong Bura winds for shorter time intervals
(months, seasons) and only one wind direction.

This paper presents the results of research based

on a number of Croatian meteorological stations
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with at least three years of anemograph data
records. It is shown that a sufficiently precise esti-
mation of the eolian potential at the investigated
locations could not always be achieved with the
usual distribution functions. In addition, a compar-
ison of wind power estimation on the basis of three
and24 observations per day for selected stations is

presented. Some considerations on interannual
wind speed variability are submitted in the last
chapter.

2. WIND DATA

In this paper, the hourly and 1O-minute average
wind speed and direction data from 26 meteorolog-
ical stations in Croatia with anemograph records
are analyzed. At most stations the wind sensor was

located at an altitude of 10 rn, while in some cases

it was placed at the top of higher buildings. The
meteorolo-{ical tower at Konjsko had two measur-
ing levels (at l0 and 50 m above the ground)
recording 10-minute interval data. "R.FUESS" me-
chanical anemographs with a threshold of 1-1.5

Figure 1. Location of the anemo_{raph stations in
Croatia used in this paper.

Slika l. Lokacije onih anemografskih postaja u

Hrvatskoj, ii.ji su podaci upotrijebljeni u ovom radu.

ms-l were in use at most stations. At stations no. 4,
11, 12,21 and 24 (see Tab. 1) "902" electrical
anemographs of the same manufacturer with a

threshold speed of 2 ms-l were utilized. Sensitive
electrical anemographs of the Slovenian manufac-
turer "J. Stefan" with a speed threshold of 0.5 ms-l
were used at stations no.7,8,9 and23.

For this study, data were also used from stations
with a shorter period of records in order to get an

insight into the wind regime at locations where no
regular wind measurements are made and where
the stations are representative of wider areas (loca-
tion map Fig.l.).

Most inland stations are located at the outskirts
of towns and are partly under the influence of built-
up areas. On the Adriatic coast, the stations are
mostly unrepresentative of wider regions due to the
complex topography of the area. It should be added

that at no location corrections for bad exposure to
wind flow due to nearby obstacles Were made and
that that was one of the reasons for some of the ir-
regularities and difficulties met in the analysis and

interpretation of wind data. On the isolated mid-
Adriatic islands, the wind sensors are well exposed
to wind from all directions.

3. WIND SPEED DISTRIBUTIONS

Fig. 2 depicts the wind speed distribution at the
selected stations analyzed in this study. The ana-
lyzed diagrams indicate that several types of
distributi on can be differentiated:

a) the lou,land type, with a pronounced high per-

centage of calms and small wind speeds
(VaraZdin),

b) the ntoutttain type of the Gorski kotar and
Lika region, with mode values under 2 ms-l and a

weak Bura wind influence (Gospi6),

c) the mountain-coastal type, with mode values
under 4 ms-l and a very strong Bura influence
(Karlobag),

d) the mixed ry*pe, with mode values under 5 ms-l
and a combined influence of Jugo2 and Bura winds
(Lastovo).

The frequency distribution, especially that of the
mountain-coastal type, indicates that at these sites

AUSTRIA

SIUNGAFY

zstrong wind frorn lhe southeasterly quadrant on the Adriatic sea, in the Meditterranean area known as sirocco
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Table 1. Basic data from anemograph stations.

Tablica 1. Osnovni podaci o anemografskim postajama.

No Station Altit.
a.s.l.
(m)

Height

of
anem.
above

cI.(m)

Aver.

annual
wind
speed
(m/s)

zg

(m)

Per-

-cen

tage
of

:alms
(vo)

Period of
dala

used

Location description

2t.
22.

23.

)4

25.

26.

Osijek-airport

Sl.Brod-airport

Daruvar

VaraZdin-airport

Puntijarka

Oborovo

Jablan

Plomin

Strmac

Parg

Pula-airport

Krk-airport

Ostrovica

Ogulin

Gospii

Senj

Karlobag

Zadar

Stbenik

Split-Marjan

Split-airpot

Sinj

Konjsko

Dubrovnik-airport

Lastovo

PalagruZa

88

t07

161

167

988

101

6s0

5

340

863

67

85

630

328

564

26

30

5

77

122

19

298

345

t64
186

98

10

10

10

10

23

12

10

40

JJ

1l

8

9

6

10

t0

16

l0
l0
10

9

7

10

10,50

10

15

8

1,5

1/,

4,2

5,4

)7
3,0

2,6

51

2,r

2,0

5q

4,0

3,5

3,4

4,3

)\
3,3

)'7

4,7

5,9

6,6

a1

2,t

1,4

2,4

4,0

0,10

0,20

0,30

0,02

1n

0,05

0,1'l

0,t7

0,05

0,17

0,02

0,02

0,30

o,r7

0,t7

0,60

0,r7

0,17

0,17

0,15

0,05

0,17

0,17

0,02

0,05

0,r7

4,4

6,7

10,7

5,2

0,4

10,7

1,4

1,8

0,03

0,7

'))
9,r

0,2

)A

6,3

0,1

0,2

0,4

9,1

0,01

5,7

0,1

0,3

0,4

o5

1980-1988

1966-t987

r974-1980

t976-t981

I 975- i 980

t975-t98'7

1984- 1985

1978-1982

1980-r983

195 1-1956

1969- 1985

r979-1986

t976-1982

r975-t984

1966-1985

1966-198 I

1966-19'7 t

1965-1968

1977 -t986

1966-1980

r976-1985

1954-1960

I 989-198 l
1963-1979

t976-1986

r97t-1982

flat, open country

on the roof of a hangar

hilly tenain, at outskirts

flat, open counffy

on a tower above the forested Peak
of Medvednica mountain

flat, open country

hilly, forested terrain

at the top of the main building of a

power plant

hilly terrain, on top of a water tower

hilly tenain, partly forest

flat, open country

gently rolling country

hilly, forested terrain

outskirts of a small town

at the town outskirts

on the roof of a large building in the

city center

hiily terrain, in a small town

at the town outskirts

hilly tenain

on the roof of a building on a

forested hill

on the runway, hilly tenain

at the town outskirts

rolling terrain

on the runway, hilly tenain

on a small hill top, on the coast

at the top of a steep rock on a

small island

we can discem two, sometimes three, overlapping

compound wind speed distributions, which fre-
quently make unsuitable the use of any known dis-

tribution function taken for all data combined. This

is particularly visible at locations with strong Bura

winds: Plomin, Ostrovica, Senj, Karlobag and part-

ly also at Sinj, Konjsko, Split-Marjan and Sibenik.

Most analysts of wind speed data distributions
have used different distribution functions, mainly
the Weibull and Rayleigh functions, which have

been also predominantly applied to the calculations

of wind power potential. The basic idea behind the

use of distribution functions for the estimation of
wind characteristics is to eliminate as much as pos-
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Figure 2. Typical wind speed distribution curves for different parts of Croatia.

Slika 2. Tipiine razdiobe brzine vjetra u razliditim dijelovima Hrvatske.

sible the irregularities in the measured frequency
distribution. These irregularities mainly result
from interruptions of measurements, short periods
of data, instruments failure or the influence of the
surrounding countryside. The other objective is to
apply a model to extrapolate the wind characteris-
tics of chosen locations to a wider area as was
achieved in the EuropeanWind Atlas (1988).

The seperation of wind data sets to multiple dis-
tribution wind subsets has first been realized by
Essenwanger (1956). More recently Lisac (1984)
applied his method to the wind direction data of the
Zagreb-Grid observatory using the Gauss distribu-
tion function. Tabony (1983), in his wind data
analysis in hurricane prone areas separates the par-
ent and extreme value distributions which partially
overlap. Essenwanger's method requires a lot of
manipulating and fitting of data and could be hard-
ly applied to a large number of separate wind data
sets. In this work, we used the commercial PC pro-
gram PeakJilj for, (hereinafter referred to as
"Peak."), which, generally rather simply and
quickly automatically separatss the wind speed
data frequency curve into one, or two and more
overlapping individual frequency curves. The data
are sorted in speed classes of 1 ms-l. This program
operates with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm

SJandel Scientific, microcomputer tools for scientists, USA

(D.W. Marquafi, 1963) for a very efficient non-linear
fitting and besides the coefficients for every func-
tion, calculates also the values of p2,X2 and F sta-

tistics as measures of fitting efficiency. The pro-
gram provides for the Weibull distribution function
following characteristic parameters:

a) a6 value of amplitude (highest value in the
point of mode)

b) a7 value of center (abscisse value of the point
of mode)

c) a2 value of withl (measure of the width of the

curve)

d) a3 value of with2 (measure of the width of the

curve)

and the Weibull function has the following form:

t'r=trll

,.,1-l(o-)*[',-')""'- 
-l (r)

'LL\',/[o'r"] -'LTi]
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The "classical" two-parameter Weibull distribu-
tion function is used in the expression:

where k stands as the shape factor and d as a

scale factor (according to the notation in the

EuropeanWind Atlas).

Of this program, we used the following statisti-
cal distribution functions: the Gaussian, Log-nor-
mal, Weibull, Extreme-value, Gamma and Beta
functions. We found which function best fits the

wind speed data frequencies for each of the 26 sets

of yearly wind speed distributions with or without
separating the data into two or three frequency dis-
tributions subsets.

Table 2 reveals that the best fitting of wind speed

data, when taking in the account only one distribu-
tion, was achieved at 11 stations with the Gama
function and at 8 stations with the Log-normal
function. If the wind data are separated by the
Peak. program into two separate overlapping dis-
tributions, the best results in fitting data can be ac-

complished by the Weibull and Gama functions.
For locations with generally low wind speeds,

good results can be obtained by the Log-normal
function. It should be noticed, however, that in
general the difference in fitting efficiency ex-
pressed as p2 is quite small, while it is sufficiently
grearfor y2 (Table 3.). Having in mind that at near-

ly all coastal locations (where the greatest wind po-

tential can be expected) a negligible number of
calms occurs, we did not try to implement the hy-

brid Weibull distribution function as proposed by
Takle and Brown (1978). In the case of the low-
land station of Slav. Brod (with a small wind po-

tential) the difference between the distribution
functions is very pronounced, and there such pro-

cedure would probably be justified.

In the course of data fitting we sometimes had to

smooth the frequency distribution to some degree

by polynomial interpolation in order to eliminate
small secondary peaks which originate mainly at

locations with short record periods of or with inter-
ruptions in wind data set.

In our earlier investigations of the eolian poten-

tial we used the MaxJ'it program (T. Fitz-Simons,

D.M. Holland, 1979) to determine the k and a coeffi-
cients in the Weibull distribution function. This
programme uses the maximum likelihood approach

to fit the Weibull function to the data (K. Conradsen,

(2)r@=:(:)r '".r1-(:)r)

Table 2. Fitting efficiency for different distribution functions for the annual wind speed frequency distributions at

selected Croatian stations"

Tablica 2. Uspje5nost prilagodbe pojedinih funkcija razdiobe za godiSnje destine brzine vjetra izabranih hrvatskih

postaja.

Table 3. Statistics of fitting efficiency for the annual frequency of wind speed distribution at the Slavonski Brod

station.

Tablica 3. Statistika uspjeinosti prilagodbe za godiSnju destinu razdiobe brzine vjetra za postaju Slavonski Brod.

Gaussian Log-norm. Weibull Extr. value Gama Beta

One distribution
Two distribution

8

4
2
'7 J

l1
5

6

J

Statistics Gauss Log-n. Weibull Extreme Gamma Beta

One

distrib.
xz
p2

998,4

0,9931

110,6

0,9951

t56,2

0,9989

273,6

0,9981

r33,7

0,9991

r01,0

0,9993

Two

distrib.
x2
p2

7 r,9

0,999s

7,6

0,9999

0,41

1.0

t7,6

0,9999

0,15

1,0

50,9

0,9996
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L.B. Nielsen, i984) and estimates in particular coef-
ficients for only one frequency distribution. As a
result, in some cases, when there are undoubtedly
at least two subsets of wind speed data in measured
frequencies, a large difference occurs in certain
speed classes between the calculated and measured
frequencies. This can be best illustrated by an ex-
ample based on the Senj starion dara ro which both
the Peak. and Maxfit programs have been applied
fc,r one and two distributions (Fig. 3, Fig. 4.)

Figure 3. depicts the measured and Maxfit- and
Feak. calculated annual wind speed frequencies for
the Senj station in speed classes of 1 ms-1. It can be
noticed that in the area of weak winds the fitting of
data is poor fbr both programs and the same is true
also for the speed range between 9 and 16 ms-1,
where both programs give too low frequency val-
ues. On the other hand, in the range of 5 to 7 ms-l,
Maxfit results in frequency values over 20Vo higher
than the measured values. In the area of very great
speeds (>tr7 ms-t; both programs come quite near
to the measured values.

The capability of Peak. to separate wind speed
subsets is well illustrated in Fig. 4. The first subset
covers the range between 0 and I I ms-1 and the
second one the range between 3.5 and 22.5 ms-l.

The sum of both subsets results in a frequency
curve which almost completely approximates the
measured frequencies.

The procedure of separating wind speed frequen-
cies into separate frequency subsets has been ap-
plied also to sets of wind speed frequencies from
other stations and many interesting features of
wind regirne could be discerned. We pointed out
the results of this technique in the study on Bura
and Burin at Split (D. Poje, 1996).

It should be mentioned here that at locations
with stronger winds, and where there are no dis-
tinctive topo_eraphic influences, the frequency dis-
tributions can be highly effectively fitted with only
oire Weibull distribution function. A typical exam-
ple of this are the data of the Lastovo station, which
is situated on a hill on a small island in the south-
ern Adriatic, where calculated data almost do not
differ from the measured ones.

4. WIND POWER

Due to its high degree of fitting ro measured
data, the Weibull distribution function is widely

o
o IUU
=o
E

LL

-+- Measured

- L - Maxfit

--+* Peakfit

'10

Wind speed (m/s)

Figure 3. The fitting of annual wind speed frequency data fi'om the Senj station using rhe Maxfir and Peaffit pro-
gran'xs.

Slika 3. Frilagcdavanie podataka godilnje iestine brzine vjetra postaje Senj upotrebom programa Ma.t!'it i peat{it
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-+- Peakfit 1

-*- Peakfit2

-dF* Peakfit combined

measured

10 15 20

Wind speed (m/s)

Figure 4 as Fig. 3 but with Peak - calculated frequencies for two separate overlapping curves, and the curve com-

bining the two separate frequency curves.

Slika 4. Kao na sl. 3, no destine su izradunate programom Pealdit za dvije odvojene preklapajuie krivulje; krivulja
koja kombinira te dvije posebne krivulje destina.

-?
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o
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used in the estimation of wind power. Wind power
is usually expressed as:

P Intv2 L

-=__=_ov"(J/At 2Ar 2'

where P = instantaneous or hourly power densi-
ty in Wm-2

A = swept area of wind generator in m2

r'= instantaneous or average hourly
wind speed in ms-l

p = air density in kgm-3.

The Weibull distribution function is widely used

for the determination of wind power with the fol-
lowing expression:

where I- stands for the Gama function and the a

and fr coefficients are estimated by some fitting
procedure of the Weibull function to measured
data. Both the Maxfit and Peak. programs were
used to estimate these coefficients in 101 sets of
frequency distribution data including also season-

al, monthly, and for Bura characteristic wind speed

data from several stations.

In expression (4) the air density was ascertained

by the following expression:

0.384pe=- (s)

where p stands for the average air pressure in
hPa and I is the absolute temperature in oK. These

values were calculated as mean values for the same

periods for which the wind data were elaborated.

To find out if air density depends on wind speed,

the January 1977 wind speed data set of the

Lastovo station were tested and no dependence

was found. For all 744 average hourly wind speed

data the following relation was found:

p=l .632 - 0.002 r (6)

where v stands for average hourly wind speed;

r = -0.390; p = 0.000. An even smaller interdepen-

dence was found in the set of average yearly and

monthly data of the Croatian stations considered in
this work (84 cases),:

p=].320+0.003 v, r=0.119, p=0.072 (7)

P=te,'r?.}) (w n1-2s (4)
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Table 4. Coefficients of the Weibull distribution function calculated by MaxJit and Pea$it

Tablica 4. Koeficijenti Weibullove razdiobe izradunati programima Ma$it i Peafiit

a) koefficient a (godine, sezone, mjeseci i izabrani smjerovi vjetra)
a) coefficient a (years, seasons, months and particular wind directions)

Continental part Northern Adliatic region Southern Adriatic region

n. Min Max Mean St.

Dev.
n Min. Max Mean St.

Dev.
n Min. Max Mean St.

Dev.

Maxf.

Peak.

Peakl

Peak2

Peak3

3

J

J

3

,33 3,74 1,95 0,64

,42 3,27 2,10 0,50

,08 3,70 2,27 0,73

,24 4,14 2,42 0,72

30

30

30

30

4

,64 i5,93 6,04 3,53

,52 25,00 6,31 5,91

,30 t2.14 3,69 z,tt
,73 22,00 8,13 4,42

,73 6,94 4,54 2,08

58 2,16 10,60 5,40 2,t4

58 t,32 22,00 6,95 4,90

s7 1,62 7 ,28 4,05 1,56

57 1,27 9,74 4,95 1,63

I 8,08

b) koefficient li (godine, sezone, mjeseci i izabrani smjerovi vjetra)
b) coefficient ft (years, seasons, months and particular wind directions)

The Weibull function coefficients in any one fre-
quency wind speed data set were determined by
Peak.'by fitting to this data set one or two or even

three frequency subsets, whichever gave the best
results. As opposed to the MaxJit program, where
the determination of coefficients is simple and un-
ambiguous, the Peak. procedure is sometimes te-
dious and may produce unrealistic results, espe-
cially for locations with strong topographic influ-
ence and for shorter observation periods. We deter-
mined the a and k coefficients for the three main
parts of the country and found a rather large range

of these coefficients on the Adriatic coast and on
the islands.

In Tab. 4 the values of the a and k Weibull's co-
efficients calculated by MaxJit and Peak. (for the
whole set and subsets I,2 and 3) are presented.
The inland regions of Croatia show a small differ-
ences in the a and fr coefficient values estimated by
Maxfit and Peak. Larger differences in a values oc-

cur in the southern Adriatic regions with stronger
winds. Very high values of this coefficient (up to
25.0) have been found at locations with strong
Bura winds during the winter months. In the south-
em Adriatic region the mean annual value of coef-
ficient a, as estimated by Peak., is somewhat
greater than the one estimated by the MaxJit pro-
gram and its maximal value may attain22.0.

To determine wind power we have applied ex-
pression (4) using the estimated values of the a and

/< coefficients derived by the Ma$it and Peak. pro-
grams for the wind frequency data as a whole and

for two or three overlapping subsets. The obtained
values of wind power have been compared with the
values of wind power calculated from measured
frequency data ("true wind power") using the ex-
pression

r =lo!>,ttl

Continental part Northern Adriatic region Southern Adriatic region

n. Min Max Mean St.

Dev.
n Min. Max Mean St.

Dev.
n Min. Max Mean St.

Dev.

Maxf.

Peak.

Peakl

Peak2

Peak3

3 0,93 1,53 1,t4 0,16

3 1,0r 1,67 r,29 0,20

3 1,86 2,98 2,09 0,72

3 t,12 2,10 1,52 0,30

30

30

30

30

4

,80 3,28 1,33 0,62

,03 3,99 1,t45 0,80

,40 3,r2 t,97 0,52

,07 10,74 2,76 1,96

,53 2.87 2,10 0,56

58 0,86 3,12 1,61 0,48

58 4,72 5,40 2,04 t,24

57 1,19 5,03 2,26 0,75

s7 I,28 7,27 2,r7 1,15

1,86

(8)
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whereli stands for wind frequencies in the speed

classes of 1 ms-1, r; are the middle values of the

speed classes i, n is the total nurnber of data used

and p is the average air density. For the sake of
brevity we are presenting here (Table 5) only the

main statistical characteristics of the values of
wind power at 30 stations in the three main regions

of the country.

Table 5 illustrates the basic wind power statistics

of elaborated wind speed frequencies with differ-
ent method data for selected stations in Croatia.
The calculated values of wind power at 10 m are in
a wide range from a few Wm-2 in the lowland con-

tinental areas to several thousand Wm-2 in the
coastal regions, in winter, during strong Bura
winds. The Maxfit program results show values
closer to the measured data (in Table 5 "true wind-
power") than the results of Peak. elaborated data.
The values denoted as elaborated by Peakl, Peak2

and Peak3 are the calculation results for the first,
second and third subsets of data in all cases. The

values denoted as PeakE represent the results
achieved by the summation of the wind power val-

ues of all two or three subsets combined. The dif-
ference between the values calculated by di'fferent

programs which are of greater irnportance in the

evaluation of wind potential can be seen on Tab. 6.

This table explains those differences, in all cases,

when true wind power at some stations was smaller

than 1000 Wm-2. This practically includes all the

cases on the Adriatic with the exception of winter
cases on the Northern Adriatic region with strong

Bura winds.

Generally speaking, and taking into considera-

tion also the cases with stronger katabatic winds

and srnaller time intervals, the MaxJit program cal-

culations result in values closer 1o the realistic
wind power values defined by expression (8). If
one calculate only one distribution csrve in Peak

the results may be quite errenous, especially in
strong Buia prone areas.

Table 5. Wind power (Wm-z; at selected stations in Croatia calculated by different methods (years, seasons,

months, Bura wind directions).

Tablica 5. Snaga vjetra (Wm-2) na izabranim postajama u Hrvatskcrj izradunata razliditim metodama (godine,

sezone, mjeseci, smjerovi vjetra bure).

Table 6. Differences betweenvalues calculated by Marfit and Fealdit and "true" wind power values (Wm-z).

Tablica 6. Razlike izmedu vrijednosti izraiunatih programima Ma$it i Pea$'ir i"prave" vrijednosti snage vjetra

(Wm-2;.

n Min. Max. Mean St. dev.

Maxfit
Peak
Peakl
Peak2
Peak3
Peak)
True pou,er
Rev. Peak.

103

103

102
102

1

103

103

103

6,3
6,2
1,9

0,1

t9,2
t3,4
7,6

11.1

2714,9
9943,3
1296,8
6661,3
230,9

7958,2

t237,5
7916.1

364,3
782,6

90,2
340,6
110,1

435,r

296,4
430,7

516,9
1683,7

r57,3
ot? (
r02,5

t045,4

274,3
1040,3

N Min. Max. Mean St. dev.

Maxfit
Maxfit7o
Peak
PeakVo

Peak.I
Peak.t%o

96
96

96
96
96

96

-286,8

- l 10,5

-6tl't,1
-2202,1

- 151,5

-295,3

rt7,2
46,9

503, I
88,4

145,8

36,4

3,4
6,1

-25r,9
-1345,0

-5,I
-16,0

58,5
23,1

1042,7
481,8

4'7 )
46,9
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Flere are some examples of MaxJil results for
wind speed frequency cases with Bura wind direc-
tion at some Adriatic stations. For Ostrovica, in
winter, the difference from "true" wind power vai-
ue is -880.3 Wm-2, at Senj, in February itis -1215.7

Wm-2, at Karlobag, in winter, the difference is -
1604.4 Wrn-2 and at Lastovo, also in winter, this
difference is 117.2 Wm-2. At all other locations the
difference is mainly under "50 Wm-2. On the other
hand, the difference resulting from the Peak. pro-
gnam, inciruding the resolving of data into two sub-
sets are much greater: the average difference
amounts to -16.0 Wm-2 and the negative difference
may reach up to 6l 17.l Wm-2 i.e. to quite unrealis-
tic result!

Having in mind that for the estimation of wind
power at heights above anemograph measuring
levels the only known expressions are those which
use the a and k coefficients of the Weibull distribu-
tion function, we have tried by different methods
to combine the values of the subset coefficients a7

and a2 into a, as well as k7 and k2 into k for all cas-

es when these values were determirned by Peak.,
but no acceptable results were achieved.

In the 96 analyzed cases of wind speed frequen-
cy, when the "true" wind power was less than 1000

Wm-2 it was possible to improve somewhat the
values of wind power estimated by Ma$it or Peak.
by using the following relations:

for Matjit: P=-8"122+2.968 P0-8221uo^7t Q)
r = 0.9672

for P e ak. : P = -2 a.5 87 + I .5 90 P0.9 3 0 
1 
p rok. ron*.110)

" r = A.9647

In expression (9) Plyaxri,; stands for the wind
power derived first by calculation of the Weibull

characteristicsby Matfit and then by using relation
(4). Pleeak comb) is the wind power calculated first
by using Peak for calculation of the Weibull char-
acteristics of wind data separated in two subsets
and then by using relation (4) and summing up the
wind power values elaborated for each subset.

The difference between the values elaborated in
such a manner and the values of "true" wind power
thus become much smaller in average, although in
some cases they may attain unacceptable high val-
ues. (See Tab.7).

The analysis of all 15 cases estimatedby Ma$it
where the difference was greater ttran ISO lWrn-,
indicates that such distributions occur in winter in
areas with Bura winds (6 cases) and also at other
locations with stronger winds in the colder part of
the year (winter months in Lastovo and Senj - 5
cases). Such differences were also found in the an-
nual frequencies of Konjsko and Plomin, regard-
less of wind direction. This suggests that, in some
cases, the estimation of wind power in areas with
strong Bura winds can not always be reliably elab-
orated by this program. The same is even more true
for Peak.

5. DISCUSSION

The applicability of the Weibull distribution
function to the fitting of wind speed data has been

analyzed by many authors. In our opinion, for most
purposes, the use of the Weibull distribution func-
tion could well serve for the estimation of wind
power potential although there are locations at or
near the Adriatic coast where its use may some-
times, even for a large wind data set, result in unac-
ceptably large errors. Even though one could

Table 7. Differences between wind power values estimatedby Matfit and Peal<fit and "true" wind power values
(all cases with "true" wind power less than 1000 Wm-2).

Tablica 7. Razlike izrnedu vrijednosti snage vjetra procjenjene programima Ma$it i Peallfit i pravih vrijednosti
snage vjetra (svi sluia.ievi s pravorn snagom vjetra manjom od 1000 Wm-2).

Min. Max. Mean St. dev. P= 0.9500
Upper limit

P=0.9500
Lower limit

Maxfit

Maxfit%a

Peak.n

Peald%a

96

96

96

96

225,9

106,5

151,4

,1?')

104,0

38,3

148,0

137,9

-0,04

-3,96

-0,004

-3,75

5 1,3

23,7

46,9

45,7

t0,4

0,8

9,4

55

-10,4

-8,8

-9,4

- 13,0
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Table 8. Fitting efficiency of different distribution functions, Ostrovica, winter, Bura winds (ENE), 10% smoothed,

(the "true" wind power is 1237 Wm-2).

Tablica 8. Uspje5nost prilagodbe razliditih funkcija razdiobe, Ostrovica, zima, za puhanja bure (ENE), l0% gladeno

("prava" vrijednost snage vjetra jesl 1237 Wm-2).

Gauss Log.
nonn.

Weibull Weibull
Peak

comb.

Extreme Gama Beta Weibull
(revis.

Maxfit)

xz

12

P (Wm-z;

975,91

0,68432

r9'14,7

1'7 t0,t3

0,4468r

106i,5

974,69

0,68471

t796,2

19,r45

0,99381

2612,6

t262,6

0,5915'7

12,'7'7 L

1084,50

0,64919

2309,7

636,80

0,7940

1262,L 1595,0

achieve better fitting to measured data by resolving
the wind distributions into several subsets by using

the Peak., this does not mean that a better estima-
tion can generally be achieved by this method.
Although we have found that the use of the Gama

and Beta distribution functions in the estimation of
wind potential may sometimes result in better fit-
ting efficiency, in general the results were not
promising and no sound evidence could be found
for the preference of using these two functions. We

shall illustrate this with the case of the Ostrovica
station, for ENE winds in winter (Bura), with data

smoothed by 7AVo.

The application of different distribution func-
tions may sometimes result into quite divergent
values of wind power. In this case, the best fitting
of data was achieved by the Beta function, and the

sum of the wind power values of three subsets de-

termined by Weibull coefficients gave a quite un-

realistic value of 2613 Wm-2! Similar results were

also found in some cases of other Bura influenced
regions, which again indicates that it is not always

possible to get realistic results by the discussed
methods. In our opinion, the estimation of wind
power for selected directions in complex
at locations with oronounced Bura winds can be

problematic and should be done with the gre

care.

6.INTERANNUAL WIND SPEED CHANGES

In the period considered in this study (1950-
1986) the wind data sets were of different length

and from different parts of that time interval. For
the stations in the continental part of Croatia, the

interannual changes of average wind speed are rel-

atively small, up to 0.5 ms-l. At the stations on the

Adriatic coast or in its the vicinity, at stations
which are exposed to the influence of Bura winds,
these changes may attain values of 1.6 ms-1 but
most of them lie in the r4nge between 0.7 and 1.1

ms-1. In the southern Adriatic area, these changes

are much smaller and rarely attain 0.9 ms-1. Having
in mind that wind power depends on the cube of
the mean wind speed, a greater interannual differ-
ence in wind speed mean also greater changes of
mean wind power. It is reasonable, therefore, to
suppose that in the continental part of Croatia wind
power potential can be estimated from a shorter pe-

riod of wind speed data (a few years) while in areas

of stronger winds, especially in the areas of strong

Bura and Jugo winds, longer periods of wind data

are needed -at least 5 years" If the mean annual
wind speed in the chosen period is by only 1 ms-l
stronger than the speed in the longer period, we
may get a wind power by 100 Wm-2 greater than if
it were calculated on the basis of a "normal" peri-

od, let us say l0 years.

7. ESTIMATION OF WIND POWER WITH
FEW DAILY WIND OBSERVATIONS

The possibility of determination od the average

wind speed, and thereby of wind power with a lim-
ited number of daily wind observations is of prima-

ry importance in those areas where there are no
continuous, 24-hour wind measurements. Corotis
(1917) has shown that the amount of wind data for
the calculation of average wind speed may be con-

siderably smaller than a set of hourly or 3-hourly
wind speed data. Jong and Thoman (198 1) have

considered the difference between mean wind
speeds on the basis ofonly two (6 and 15 hour) and
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one (6 or l5 hour) observation per day. They have
found that calculations based on only one observa-
tion per day differ from the "true" mean by as
much as l7Vo, while a mean combined from two
observations results in a difference of only ZVo.If a
combined mean is at disposal for every three hours
then the application of such a mean results in the
required accuracy of 5Vo. A recent study by
Katsoulis (1993) is based on rhree daily climato-
logical data from 42 Greek meteorological stations
and it ends with the statement that the mean wind
speed based on three daily observations is smaller
than the lrue mean by 10Vo at all stations and there-
fore that climatological data may be used for the
estimation of wind potential.

Although there is a large number of climatologi-
cal stations in the Adriatic area, we considered it
necessary to investigate first, on the basis of a lim-
ited number of anemograph stations, the difference
between the mean annual wind speed based on
three mean hourly observations per day (7, 14 and
21 hour) and the "true" mean wind speed based on
24 hour observations. The analysis included inland
stations (Sl. Brod, Oborovo, Ogulin) and srations
on the Adriatic area (Senj, Zadar, Sibenik, Split-
Marjan, Dubrovnik-airport, Lastovo). For most
stations the difference found is + 0.1 ms-1 (- 0.2
ms-l - only at Dubrovnik and Lastovo) and this dif-
ference may be considered as negligible. We fur-
ther investigatedby MaxJir the annual wind power
values for the Senj station for all data for three dif-
ferent wind speed class divisions: I ms-1, 2 ms-1
and the wind speed classes according to the
Beaufort scale. The result showed no difference
from the "true" value of wind power of 430 Wm-2
for the data set in the Beaufort speed classes; a 10
Wm-2 smaller value was found for the data set in
the 2 ms-1 classes, and a 30 Wm-2 lesser value for
the set in I ms-l classes. There is, however, no in-
dication that this result is generally valid.

The application of mean wind speed based on
three observations per day instead of 24-hour mean
wind speed values increases the difference be-
tween the "true" wind power values and those val-
ues estimated by a modified MaxJit program from
15.9Vo to 23.9Vo at continental stations and from
10.0 to 70.9Vo in the Adriatic area. The maximal
absolute differences amount to 283Vo in the interi-
or of Croatia and to 35Vo in the Adriatic area. The
results achieved by the use of a modified Peak ex-
pression for wind power are significantly worse: in
the Adriatic area the differences lie between 51.5%
and 96.8V0 and the maximal differences may attain

16'7Vo. Having in mind that at climatological sta-
tions wind force is estimated subjectively by means
of the Beaufort scale, it is justiJied to assume thar
the evaluation oJ'wind pou)et' potential on the basis
oJ'climatological data in our countty may produce
errors much greater than the acceptable SVo and
nxqy therefore be applied only as a preliminary and
approximative proc edure.

8. CONCLUSION

The estimation of wind power potential on the
basis of a large number of anemograph stations in
Croatia revealed that in the areas with strong Bura
winds there is no unique procedure of computation
by existing methods and that no method can be
generally used to achieve satisfactory results. An
analysis of the possible use of several distribution
functions in the determination of wind power po-
tential indicates that the Weibull function is the ap-
propriate choice in most cases but may sometimes
lead to a large difference from the "true" wind po-
tential. The application of the Maxfit program
for the determination of Weibull coefficients
and, further, for the estimation of wind power
potential gives better results than the applica-
tion of the Peakfit program, even if two or three
subsetwind frequencies are determined.
Climatological wind data may be used only for
an approximative estimation of wind power po-
tential.
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